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159 Quotation from. Jerome. Peculiar interpretation.

160 Jerome's approach unsatisfactory

11:20 Is talking kbout Seleucus.
Illustration from consecutive letters of alphabet
The letters t and p

161
161/4 Is there a gap between Seleucus and Antichrist?
161/7 11:20 Fits Seleucus

11:21 Is clearly Antiochus IV - shows what he did.
11:22 Shows how he established his power
11:26 Shows him and his cousin down in Egypt

162 If this is fulfilled in Antiochus E. what right have you
to say it is going to be fulfilled in Antichrist?

162/4 11:29 Second attack on Egypt. Ships of Chittim come against him.

162/5-7 (good statement)
He who fights and runs away lives to fight another day.

163 Exact fulfillment in Antiochus E.
11:30-31 it U U U

164 12:2-3 Not Antiochus or his time
l64 11:40-45 Porphyry's account
165a :Ur40 I!This is Egypt attacking Syria not visa versa

165/7 11:44 /(Antiochus was troubled by tidings out of the west, not
jfrom the east.

11:40-45 Does not fit Antiochus E
21-35 Exactly fit Antiochus E. is a wonderful prophecy given

hundreds of years ahead of time of what would happen
165/8 Why on earth should it be a prediction of Antichrist?

Is nothing to suggest Antichrist.

166 Is reading into it to find anythiiig about AnticIiistL.
between 21 and 35; or between 40-45.to find out anything

H about Antiochus E.

166/3 11:40-45 (Variety of interpretations concerning these verses
4 given

167/1-5 Death of Antiochus
167/6-10 Description of his character in vs. 21-24
168 his deeds in vs. 25-35

The kind of man he is vs/ 36-39 character again
his deeds vs. 40-45

169 11:36 No evidence Antiochus Epiphanes "magnified himself above
I every god."

169/7 11:37 "The desire of women"

170 "the god of forces"
11:40-45 does not fit Antiochus E. 'K
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